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Nuclear Workshop

I have been carefully reading the transcripts of the CEC Nuclear Workshops for at least 5 years. I feel for the 
people who have too sit in these meetings for hours. The transcripts can be read in less time than is spent attending 
the meetings. I believe all of us are wasting our time. 

One must ask what is the function of these workshops and do they accomplish anything?. My take is that the 
function of the meeting is not appropriate and they donâ€™t accomplish any thing useful despite al the claims that 

they are needed an accomplish something. 

What should be the tenor of the nuclear workshops? Yes the CEC should be sure that Diablo either should be shut 
down or allowed to continue. Yes the CEC should determine that storing spent fuel is done properly.. Is a workshop 
really needed to make these determinations or is it just a way for people to talk about it so no decision is ever made? 

Governor Brown, the State Legislature and most of our delegates to the US Congress are opposed to nuclear 
power. The public given a chance to vote, supported nuclear power. Who is right? 

Governor Brown, the State Legislature, and most of our delegates to the US Congress are promoting the use of 
unreliable wind and solar as energy sources. to supplant reliable electricity facilities. Are they correct? 

The CEC is presumably qualified to make the decisions.. The IEPR is a vehicle for announcing decision not calls for 
further study. The CEC should do its job. If the commissioners feel they are unable to make and publish Nuclear 
Power decisions they should announce it and ask for help..
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